
Objective
To raise awareness
about the main causes
of accidents and their
impacts;
 Show the extent they
are taking ;
Sensitize Nigeriens on
their behavior

In the light of our analysis it can be
noted that accidents are largely
caused by non-compliance with the
Highway Code and have serious
consequences such as serious
injuries or even losses in human lives.
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YEARS ACCID
ENTS

DEAD

2012 8.259 685
2013 6.358 806
2014 5.654 899
2015 5.827 990
2016 6.718 978

Table showing the number of deaths
according to the years
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Representative diagram of accidents
and deaths over the years

 Solutions
To mitigate road accidents: the
state must attract the attention of
passengers in case of road
innovations either by signs, posters
or advertisements; Rehabilitate
degraded roads. Although the State
has its share of responsibility, but
the burden is also placed on the
users of the road. So they must:
respect the code of the road and
be very careful not to be surprised.

 Introduction
Today's road traffic in Niger
faces many problems.
These problems have
become one of the major
concerns of the Nigerien
state given the countless
road accidents. What are
the causes and impacts of
these accidents? How to
mitigate this phenomenon?

 

We notice that  from 2012 to 2014 there is
a decreasing in accident’s nomber  and
increasing of  death’s  number. However
betwen 2015 and 2016  the phenomenon
is contrary.After analyses we noted that

betwen 2012 and 2014  the more the
number of accidents decrease the  more

the number of death increase.But on
contrary betwen 2015 and 2016 we noted
a decrease in death but an increase in the

number of accidents.

 

 
  Causes and Consequences

At the origin of an accident there is
always a combination of multiple
factors. Indeed, several factors
lead to these accidents among
which: non-mastery of the vehicle,
non-compliance with the
Highway Code, fatigue of drivers,
imprudence, the bad state of the
road.
 Like any other plague, accidents
also have impacts. These include
loss load of life, material damage,
hospital over.
 

 

Analyses and interprétation

Conclusion

ACCIDENTS IN NIGER


